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Dear Members of The Belgian Researchers: 
 
We hope that since our first newsletter went out you were able to further your lineage. In any case if you 
need help WE ARE HERE. If your branch library does not have the most recent Microfilm Card 
Catalogue for Belgium, ask them to get it for you, in the meanwhile, since I work every 4th Saturday of 
the month in a branch library, I’ll be glad to get any microfilms numbers that you may need, but be sure 
that the request gets to my home before the 4th Saturday of the month, or write to the  
Genealogical Society, 
50 East North Temple St. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84150  
and request the information needed. 
 
Many times it has been called to my attention that comparatively to other European countries, Belgium 
didn’t loose too many of its citizens to America; after consulting the U.S Statistical Abstract, page 99, I 
found that from 1820-1973, 199,706 people immigrated from Belgium to the U .S., in another book it 
was suggested that 130,000 Belgians emigrated to the U.S. between 1820-1973, with 80% Flemish in 
origin, probably 1/3 went back, but where are the descendants of’ those Belgians ? 
 
Antwerp was one of’ the 3 European ports most often used to emigrate from Europe, the other 2 being 
Hamburg and Bremen in Germany, unfortunately no lists of passengers except for 1855 was kept, this 
list of passengers is on microfilms, 
the call numbers are :  Antwerp Vol. 1, 1854-1855- # 392 910 

Antwerp Vol. 2,1855  #3929111 
Antwerp Vol. 3, 1855 # 392 912  

 
It is interesting to note that many foreigners who were not accepted into the U.S. were shipped back to 
Antwerp, where very often destitute, they were at the charge of’ the Belgian Government. 
 
I want to call to your attention that the little booklet from The Archives Générales du Royaume 1976 - 
1977 that you received is often misleading, i. e., on page one the 5th entry from the beginning by J. 
Proost, leads one to believe that it is a list of names of pensioners for the year 1890.  Actually it is a list of 
pensioners (some) from 1582 - 1726 and that list was compiled in 1890, same some inventories of records 
deposited- in the Archives Centers) actually these well compiled books are only inventories of the records 
deposited in the archives centers during the year mentioned and not inventories of’ the archives records. 
  
  



A MESSAGE FROM ARDIENA STEGEN. 
  

A HUNTING WE WILL GO 
 
Isn’t it exciting to learn that the T.V. show “Roots” has given so many people a shot in the arm and has 
started a whole new group in search for their ancestors. We hope that those of Belgian extraction have 
been motivated to ask “ Where are my roots ?“ “Who are my people ?“ 
 
Never before in any period of history has so much genealogical information been compiled and made 
available for public use. It is ours just for the searching. Family bible and histories, cemetery records, etc. 
provide much needed genealogical data, but the wealth of information lies in civil registrations, parish 
registers, wills, etc.  
And to think that these records for over 42 countries have been microfilmed, and Belgium is one of’ them. 
 
Did you know that the largest repository of’ genealogical information in the world is right here in the 
United States?  It is the Genealogical Library of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Salt 
Lake City. It is open to the public, open to all people regardless of’ race, creed or religious affiliation. 
This library makes it possible for us to go from town to town, province to province in Belgium, hunting 
our ancestors, and we never have to leave the building. 
 
And here’s even “gooder” news. This Genealogical Library is establishing branch libraries in most of’ the 
50 states making it possible for all to have access to these civil parish register microfilms. Locate the 
branch library in your area and use it. 
  

HAPPY HUNTING! 



  
WHO ARE THE BELGIANS ? 
 
4000 B.C · Little is known about the inhabitants of Belgium for that period, they were related to the Celts, 
but what was their names, how did they live? one thing is certain that they were farmers, hunters who 
settled in the most fertile areas of Belgium, this era also saw the beginning of the mining of flint 
numerous excavations attest to that. 1000 B.C. marks the beginning of metallurgy 600 B.C. A group of 
celtic tribes, the Belgae, established themselves in Belgium, northern France and part of Holland.  
 
The Belgae came from the Middle Rhine Valley; a free Celt let his long hair flow freely, they had long 
mustache and were beardless.  Women wore bright dresses made of linen, they were very, clean, -soap is 
a Celtic invention. 
Their civilization was first and foremost individualistic, there was not much of an administration to 
supervise them, their chiefs were called rix ( same meaning as the Latin rex? for king ? ) 
The rix (es) were numerous, each tribe had its or their rix who were elected by the nobility from the 
royalty, after consulting with the gods; its seems that one of their favorite goddess, Arduina so often 
represented sitting on a wild boar, was adopted by the Belgae from the pantheon of Gods belonging to the 
earliest civilizations established on Belgian soil. 
Their priests were called druids and they sometimes practiced human sacrifices. 
It is said that women (free women) were equal to their husbands. 
The rix had the right to declare war by calling his noblemen and their soldiers to his support, the Belgae 
wore winged helmets, and carried axes, swords, spears and square shield. 
They boasted that they feared nothing except that the sky might fall on their heads, of course if that should 
happen they said that they would hold it up (the sky) with their spears!  
 
200 – 300 B.C. We find the Belgian Celts on the move to Bulgaria, Macedonia, Italy; but their most 
successful expansion was toward England where they established themselves in Kent, Essex, 
Hertfordshire and Hampshire; Queen Bodicea of English fame was from one of the Belgian tribes. 
The economy was rnost1y agriculture, the Belgian Celts are like the other Celts known to be inventive; 
they had a good and extensive network of roads (otherwise why heavy 2 wheeled chariots, if: roads are in 
poor shape or impassable most of the year ?), they exchanged their goods with foreign merchants. 
57 B.C. So when Julius Cesar and his Roman Legions turned to that part of’ what they called Gaul with 
conquest in min they were met not by savages but by strong and brave men with a great sons of’ honor; 
but we must say that at the time of the Roman conquest there was a crisis among the Belgian tribes, too 
little or too much leadership, je., some  



tribes had no rix, some had more than one; the principal Belgian tribes, were the Nerviens, Menapiens, 
Eburons, Trevires, and the Morins. 
The Romans attacked by the south-west of Belgium and before they could deploy their forces they were 
attacked by the Nervien cavalry, before they could fight back, the cavalry had disappeared in the forest 
only to reappear and attack again at another place; their guerrilla tactics surprised the Romans who were 
saved only by the arrival of 3 legions of soldiers. 
Of the Belgians, Julius Cesar said that they were the bravest of all the people in Gaul, he wrote of their 
courage and heroism in his Commentaries. 
But let’s face it, after a few years of fighting the Belgians were defeated, I almost forgot to mention the 
uprising of Ambiorix and his Eburons who, thru brilliant military strategy (the Romans called that 
treachery ) convinced the Romans to leave their fortified place (Tongeren) and than massacred the 2,000 
Roman soldiers; the Roman revenge was bitter on the Eburons, Ambiorix was never found, it is said that. 
he hid in the Ardennes Forest and that he still roams there....  
Romans beware !!!  (A statue of Ambiorix is located in Tongeren-Limburg)  
Regardless of the cruelties committed at first by the Romans toward the Belgian Celts. The Romans were 
good colonizers. 
27 B.C. Gaul (the name given by the Romans to the western part of Europe) is organized into 4 provinces, 
one of them: Provinciae Belgicae. 
The about 300 years of Roman colonization were a prosperous and peaceful time for Provinciae Belgicae, 
never to be found again for such a long period at a time in the following centuries. At the beginning of the 
first century, the network of roads was improved and enlarged intensifying the trading industry, enabling 
Belgian goods to reach far away markets, hams, goose liver, woolen and linen were renowned, the 
Belgians had no rivals in their way of’ working with copper, tin, and of course iron. 
 
In our next newsletter: THE FRANKS!!! 
 
I just received my National Geographic Magazine, and wouldn’t you know, they have a excellent article 
about the Celts ! It is recommended that you read it. 



If’ we are not acquainted with the Language used in the records that we are researching, we should first 
try to recognize the basic words and terminology used in the records, it is not easy, it seems that each 
clerk or scribe had his own verbiage but as a rule in civil registration you will find that it usually goes like 
this: first the date, than the town officer introduces himself, states the office that he holds, and in which 
community, located in which province, then he introduces the people who came to him, in case of a birth, 
usually the father’s name, his age, his profession, the place where he lives, the sex of the child, when 
born, the name of the mother, (using the maiden name) her age, if the couple is married, where she is 
living, then the name(s) given to the child (the name is often repeated in the margin of the page)  
Then the officer introduces the witnesses, their names, age, profession, where they live, and if any, their 
relationship to the child. 
If they can sign their names, the father and the witnesses will do so, if not the officer will. state so. 
Signature of the officer. 
Can you test yourself in French this time ?  
 

 


